Recent advances of supervised salient object detection models demonstrate significant performance on benchmark datasets. Training such models, however, requires expensive pixel-wise annotations of salient objects. Moreover, many existing salient object detection models assume that at least a salient object exists in the input image. Such an impractical assumption leads to less appealing saliency maps on the background images, which contain no salient objects at all.
Introduction
Salient object detection, deriving from classical human beings' eye fixations prediction [14] , aims to separate the entire salient object(s) that attract most of humans' attention in the scene from the background [23] . Driven by its applications in computer vision, such as (a) input (b) SF [31] (c) DRFI [18] (d) RBD [50] content-aware image resizing [2] and photo collections visualization [40] , many computational models have been proposed in the past decade. There are two main motivations behind this paper. On one hand, compared with traditional heuristic approaches, recent advances of supervised salient object detection algorithms [18] achieve significant performance on benchmark datasets. Yet it is time consuming, tedious, and not scalable to train a salient object detection model based on strong pixel-wise salient object annotations. On the other hand, it is usually assumed that at least one salient object exists in the input image by most existing salient object detection algorithms. However, as shown in Fig. 1 , there exist background images [42] , where there are no salient objects at all. Based on the impractical assumption, all of three state-of-the-art approaches produce inferior saliency maps. To this end, in this paper, we study how to utilize weakly labeled data to train salient object detection models. Given a set of background images and/or salient object images, where we only have the annotations of salient object existence labels, our goal is to train a salient object detection model.
In specific, we propose two weakly supervised learning approaches to train a model to predict saliency values of superpixels 1 of the input image. In the first approach, we train the model by mining the background images. Our main insight is that salient regions usually are distinct from background regions that may follow a certain distribution in the high-dimensional feature space. Consequently, we train a one-class SVM to capture the distribution of background regions. The further a region is from the learned decision boundary of the one-class SVM, the more salient it is. The most interesting property of this approach is that we can effortlessly synthesize a set of background images (e.g., a pure color with random noises) to train the one-class SVM. In the second approach, we propose an approach to jointly deal with salient object existence and detection problems. Salient object detection is formulated as an image labeling problem, where the saliency labels of superpixels (i.e., foreground or background) are modeled as hidden variables in the latent structural SVM framework. The training problem is built upon the large-margin learning framework to separate the salient object images and the background images.
Our main contributions therefore include two fold. First, we propose to train a one-class SVM for salient object detection by mining the background images, where we can effortlessly synthesize a set of images to train the model. Second, we propose an approach to jointly address the salient object existence and detection problems based on the latent structural SVM framework. Compared with conventional approaches, our approaches requires only weak supervision. Moreover, our latent salient object detection approach is able to predict the existence of salient objects, leading to superior performance on background images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 briefly reviews salient object detection algorithms and weakly supervised learning approaches in computer vision. In Sec. 3, we introduce our negative mining approach of background images for salient object detection by learning a one-class SVM. Sec. 4 presents an approach based on the latent structural SVM framework to jointly address the salient object existence and detection problems. Experimental results and empirical analysis of our approaches are demonstrated in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes this paper.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly introduce related works in two areas, salient object detection and weakly supervised learning for vision tasks.
Salient object detection.
We refer readers to [3] for a comprehensive review of salient object detection models. Here, we focus on the scenario where the input is a single image.
Visual saliency is usually related to the uniqueness, distinctiveness, and disparity of the scene. Consequently, most of existing works focus on designing models to capture the uniqueness of the scene in a unsupervised setting. The uniqueness can be computed for each pixel in the frequency domain [1] , by comparing a patch to its most similar ones [13] , or by comparing a patch to the average patch of the input image in the principal components space [27] . Benefiting from image segmentation algorithms, more and more approaches try to compute the regional uniqueness in a global manner [7, 31] , based on multi-scale [17] and hierarchical segmentations of the image [46] . Moreover, several priors about the salient object are developed in recent years. As a salient object is more likely to be placed near the center of the image to attract more attention, it is natural to assume that the narrow border of the image belongs to the background. Such a background prior is widely studied [44, 47, 16, 22] . It is recently extended to the background connectivity prior assuming that a salient object is less likely connected to the border area [50, 49, 51] . In addition, generic objectness prior is also utilized for salient object detection [6, 19, 15] . Other priors include spatial distribution [31, 8] and focusness [19] . Discovering salient objects from a set of unlabeled data is also studied [41, 37] .
There also exist supervised salient object detection models. The Conditional Random Field [24, 26] and Large-Margin framework [25] are adopted to learn the fusion weights of saliency features. Integration of saliency features can also be discovered based on the training data using Random Forest [18] , Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) [28, 21] , and mixture of Support Vector Machines [20] .
Our proposed weakly supervised approach is built upon the basis of the feature engineering of several unsupervised approaches [7, 31, 47, 50] . Compared with supervised approaches, on the other hand, our approach does not rely on strong saliency annotations, where we merely utilize the weak salient object existence labels of training images. Moreover, our proposed latent salient object detection approach (Sec. 4) is capable of jointly addressing the salient object existence and detection problems.
Weakly supervised learning. Visual data that are ubiquitously available on the web are in nature weakly labeled, e.g., images on Flickr and videos on YouTube with tags. To leverage these data, weakly su-pervised learning methods are extensively studied for vision tasks such as object detection [30, 10] , concept learning [36, 38] , scene classification [12, 30] , semantic image segmentation [39] , etc.
In essence, our proposed approach is closely related to the work of visual concept mining from weakly labeled data [36] , where we label the test data based on a strongly annotated negative training data. Compared with [36] , our approach is more suitable for salient object detection. In addition, our latent salient object detection based on the latent structural SVM is closely related to the hidden [32] and max-margin [43] conditional random fields.
Negative Mining of Background Images
Sival et al . [36] demonstrate that large-scale strongly annotated negative training samples are beneficial for annotating testing samples. In our scenario, we study how to train a salient object detection model purely based on background images.
An image I is first segmented into superpixels x = (x 1 , · · · , x N ). Given a set of background regions
where d x i , X b measures the distance between the region x i and the background region set X b . Salient regions usually are distinct from background regions. Consequently the further x i is away from X b , the more salient it is. According to [36] , the saliency score of x i can be computed by comparing it with its most similar background region,
where Φ s (x i ) ∈ R d is a regional saliency feature vector, which will be presented in Sec. 3.2. Such a definition does not work well for salient object detection, however. First of all, distance between two regions may not reflect their similarity well due to the limitation of the feature engineering of salient object detection. Second, it is computationally expensive to retrieve the most similar background region, especially when X d is very large. As salient object detection is always adopted as a pre-processing step for other tasks, a fast algorithm is preferred.
One-Class SVM
To mine the background regions, our main insight is that they may follow a certain distribution in a high-dimensional feature space. Instead of directly estimating the distribution, we resort to well developed maxmargin learning and kernel techniques to negatively mine the background regions. Given X b , we learn a one-class SVM [34] as follows,
ν ∈ (0, 1] is a pre-defined parameter specifying the upper bound of the portion of incorrectly classified negative training samples. Based on learned parameters, saliency score of the region x i can be computed as
Compared with [36] , this approach is less computationally expensive. Moreover, accounting for the outliers when training the one-class SVM might be helpful to ease the harm of the limited discriminativity of regional saliency features, enhancing the generalization ability.
To account for the spatial relationship of adjacent superpixels that they tend to share close saliency values, we adopt the quadratic diffusion function [25] to smooth the regional saliency values. The smoothed saliency values can be solved by minimizing the following function,
where z i is the smoothed saliency value of the region r i . v ij captures the similarity score of two adjacent regions r i and r j . The parameter λ controls the balance between the unary and pairwise terms (set to 5 in our experiment). There exists a closed form for the smoothness effect
where
Regional Saliency Features
In the past decade, existing works mainly concentrate on designing various features to describe a salient object. Inspired by [7] , more and more research effort are put to region levels, which provide basis for our work. In this paper, we consider the following five kinds of regional saliency features.
Global contrast. As studied in [7, 31] , the more distinct a region from others, the more salient it might be. Regional global contrast can be computed as
where the first spatial term S(
gives nearby regions larger weight to determine the contrast value. p i is the average position of the region x i and the parameter σ s is manually set to 0.4. D k (x i , x j ) measures the distance between x i and x j on the k-th feature channel. Spatial distribution. It is also an extensively studied saliency feature [24, 31, 8] , indicating that the wider a region spreads over the image, the less salient it is. Following [31] , we compute the spatial distribution
Backgroundness. Since the salient object is placed near the image center to attract more attention, the areas on the image border are thus more likely belong to the background. They can serve as a pseudobackground B to determine regional saliency values. Following [18] , the region backgroundness is computed by examining each region with respect to B,
Manifold ranking. In [47] , a region's saliency score is defined based on its relevance to the regions in B via graph-based manifold ranking. Given the similarity matrix V k based on the k-th feature and its degree matrix D k , manifold ranking scores are computed as
where q is a N -dimensional all-zero column vector denoting the background queries, where the elements corresponding the superpixels in the pseudo-background B are set to 1. θ is empirically set to 0.99. Following [47] , we compute the ranking scores based on each side of the pseudo-background and combine them together. Boundary connectivity. It is suggested in [50] that a salient region is less likely connected to the pseudo-background. To this end, the boundary connectivity score of a region x i is defined as follows:
is the length along the image boundary, where δ(·) is a indicator function.
For robustness, we compute saliency features on different feature channels including average RGB, RGB histogram, average HSV, HSV histogram, average Lab, Lab histogram, and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) histogram. Feature distances are computed as the χ 2 distance for histograms and as absolute Euclidean distance for others.
Each dimension of the feature is normalized in the range [0, 1]. Finally, we concatenate these five feature descriptors Φ s (
In total, we obtain a 35-dimensional feature vector. See Fig. 2 for an illustration. We refer readers to the original papers for more technical details.
Latent Salient Object Detection
In the previous section, we present an approach mining background images for salient object detection. However, it lacks the ability to predict the existence of salient object. In this section, we introduce a unified framework for joint dealing with salient object existence and detection tasks.
Latent Structural SVM
Given the superpixels x of the input image I, a binary label y ∈ {0, 1} is added to denote if there exist salient objects (0 for no existence). Based on the latent structural SVM framework, we formulate salient object detection as an image labeling problem (i.e., assigning a foreground or background label to each superpixel). Since we are focusing on weakly supervised scenarios where only the annotation of salient object existence labels are available for training, we model the regional saliency as latent variables h = (h 1 , · · · , h N ). h i ∈ {0, 1} denotes the saliency label for the superpixel x i , where 0 is for background and 1 is for foreground. Salient object existence and detection tasks can be simultaneously solved as follows,
where F w (x, y, h) is a discriminative function parameterized by w. Here we consider following two terms corresponding to the salient object existence and salient object detection problems, respectively.
F e w e (x, y) is defined as the standard multi-class classification problem,
where Φ e (x) is a feature vector describing the salient object existence. Following [42] , we divide the saliency map of each channel into P × P grids and concatenate the average saliency value in each grid of each channel to form a global saliency feature vector. In our implementation, we set P = 5. Additionally, we also consider the GIST descriptor [29] to capture salient object existence. Inspired by the standard foreground segmentation [33] , we construct a undirected graph G = (V, E), where nodes are the superpixels. Each two adjacent superpixels are connected to form an edge. F s w s (x, y, h) takes the following forms.
can be regarded as the log-likelihood of each region belonging to the foreground and background, respectively. w f a and w b a are two prior terms for each region to be foreground and background. The last smoothness term encourages adjacent regions to take the same saliency label.
Large Margin Learning
Given a set of training samples {(x i , y i )} K i=1 , we find the optimal weight by minimizing the following regularized empirical risk,
where λ controls the trade off between the regularization term and the risk term. The empirical risk R i (w) is defined based on the optimal latent variable h * and the predicted salient object existent label y * for each training sample. In specific, the optimal latent salient object label is found as
where the loss function ∆(y i , y, h y ) is defined as follows ∆(y i , y, h y ) = δ(y i = y) + α(y i , h y ).
The first term is the 0/1 loss widely used for multi-class classification. In addition, we introduce the second term to constrain the latent salient object segmentation. For a background image, its regional saliency labels should be all zeros. For a salient object image, we resort to the pseudo-background prior [18] to treat all the ground-truth regional saliency labels in the pseudobackground B of the image as zeros. To this end, the second loss term can be written as
where β j is the area of the region r j . Z 0 and Z 1 are normalization terms to ensure α(y i , h) ∈ [0, 1]. Based on the optimal latent variable h * y , we can then find the optimal salient object existent label as
Given the predicted salient object existence label y * and optimal latent regional saliency labels h * y * , following the latent structural SVM framework [48] the risk function is then defined as
We adopt the regularized bundle method [11] to minimize our objective function. This method relies on the cutting plane technique, where a cutting plane is defined using the sub-gradient of the objective function L(w) as
Inference
During testing, we have to minimize the Eq. 12 to jointly predict salient object existence label and regional saliency labels. Since the search space of y is small, we can iterate over all its possible values. To get the optimal regional saliency labels, we utilize the max-flow algorithm [5] to maximize the Eq. 15 3 .
During training, we have to solve the loss-augmented energy function Eq. 17. Luckily, we can incorporate the loss of regional saliency labels into the unary term of Eq. 15. Therefore, we can again utilize the max-flow algorithm [5] for efficient inference.
To output a saliency map, we diffuse the latent segmentation result of salient object using the quadratic energy function Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 as follows,
Experimental Results
In this section, we extensively evaluate our proposed approaches and make comparisons with state-of-the-art models.
Setup
Background images available in the literature are only the thumbnail background image dataset [42] . Images in such a dataset, however, are of low resolution (130×130). Since we are interested in images with common sizes (e.g., 400 × 300), this dataset is not suitable for our scenarios. To this end, we collect 6182 background images from the SUN dataset [45] , describable texture dataset [9] , Flickr, and Bing image search engine. We randomly sample 5000 images to train our model and leave other 1182 images for testing. Additionally, we randomly sample 5000 images from the THUS dataset [7] for training and 1237 images for testing.
For the salient object detection task, we evaluate our proposed approaches on MSRA-B [18] and ECSSD [46] datasets with pixel-wise annotations. It contains 5000 images in MSRA-B with variations including natural scenes, animals, indoor scenes etc. There are 1000 semantically salient but structurally complex images in ECSSD, making it very challenging.
We compare our approaches with 14 state-of-the-art salient object detection models, including 12 unsupervised methods: SVO [6] , CA [13] , RC [7] , CB [17] , SF [31] , LRK [35] , HS [46] , GMR [47] , PCA [27] , MC [16] , DSR [22] , and RBD [50] , 2 supervised models: DRFI [18] and HDCT [21] .
Following the benchmark [4] , for quantitative comparisons, we binarize a saliency map with a fixed threshold ranging from 0 to 255. At each threshold, we compute Precision and Recall scores. We can then plot a Precision-Recall (PR) curve. To obtain a scalar metric, we report the average precision (AP) score defined as the area under the PR curve. Additionally, we also report the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) scores between saliency maps and the ground-truth binary masks.
Empirical Analysis of Our Approaches
In this section, we empirically study our each individual approach on benchmark datasets. 
Negative Mining of Background Images
Here we empirically analyze our proposed approach of mining background images via one-class SVM on MSRA-B and ECSSD datasets. In particular, we quantitatively study the performance of our approach by varying the following parameters. For each experiment, we randomly select a set of training samples to train the one-class SVM. Such a procedure is repeated 10 times and the average performance is reported in Fig. 3 .
Number of Training Samples. As can be seen from Fig. 3(a) , one-class SVM does not always benefit from larger number of training samples. But performance variations do decrease as the number of training samples increases. The reason might be that the learned decision boundary of the one-class SVM is more stable from a larger training set than a smaller one.
Parameter ν. AP scores on both datasets behave Smaller ν, on the other hand, leads to a progressive decision boundary since it accepts all background regions, limiting its generalization ability. Feature Importance. To measure the importance of features, we remove each kind of feature set and observe the performance variation. According to Fig. 3 , from the most to the least important features are: manifold ranking, boundary connectivity, spatial distribution, global contrast, and backgroundness. It is worth noting that such orders are consistent across different settings. Furthermore, AP scores slightly increase when removing the regional global contrast and backgroundness features.
Natural versus Synthetic Background Images. One of interesting properties of our proposed approach is that we can effortlessly synthesize a set of background images (e.g., a pure color with random noises) to train the one-class SVM. As we can see from Fig. 3 , the performance of models trained on synthetic background images is slightly better than natural background images. This is reasonable since it might be easier to discriminate a salient region from a synthetic background region than from a natural background region using our regional saliency features.
Latent Salient Object Detection
Here we study our latent salient object detection approach in terms of the salient object existence prediction task. We compare our approach with two baselines, where we train linear and non-linear SVMs (using the rbf kernel). As we can see, by considering latent variables, our proposed approach can achieve higher accuracy than the linear SVM. However, since the rfb SVM utilizes kernel tricks, it performs better than our approach. This motivates us that our approach can further benefit from non-linearly transforming our global saliency features.
Compared with state-of-the-art approach [42] , our approach has two advantages, more powerful features and incorporation of latent saliency information. Though a non-linear classifier (Random Forest) is utilized in [42] , as we can see from Table 1 , our approach has higher classification accuracy on all datasets. Moreover, compared with [42] , our approach is able to jointly address salient object existence and detection problems.
Comparisons with state-of-the-art Approaches
In this section, we present four variants of our proposed approaches, including one-class SVM w/o smoothing using quadratic diffusion (OCSVM and OCSVMS), latent structural SVM (LSSVM), and latent structural SVM partial (LSSVMP) where we only consider correctly classified images. The one-class SVM is trained on 100,000 synthetic background regions using the rbf kernel and ν is set to 0.1.
In addition to state-of-the-art approaches, we also compare our approaches with a variant of [36] (denoted as KNN), where we search for its nearest neighbor in Eq. 2 in a brute-force manner. To make it comparable with OCSVM, we transform the distance in the same way as the rbf kernel. Furthermore, we check performance of different approaches on the test set of background images. Since ground-truth annotations of background images are all black images, only MAE scores are feasible to report. See Table 2 and Fig. 5 for details.
In terms of PR curves and AP scores, our proposed OCSVM approach significantly outperforms unsupervised approaches including KNN. For instance, it improves the best unsupervised approach by 3.8% on MSRA-B (against RBD) and by 4.9% on ECSSD (against DSR). With smoothness in OCSVMS, its performance can be further improved. Compared with supervised approaches, both OCSVM and OCSVMS are substantially better than HDCT and comparable with DRFI. It is valuable since we utilize only weak supervision in the training phases. However, though we utilize the spatial constraint of adjacent superpix- els to smooth the saliency map, our approaches do not perform well in terms of MAE scores. Our LSSVM approach is designed to address the limit of existing approaches, where they impractically assume that at least a salient object exists in the input image. It significantly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on the background images. On the other hand, however, it makes wrong classifications sometimes, e.g., incorrectly recognizes a salient image as a background image. This is why its performance is poor. If we only consider those correctly classified images, the performance of LSSVMP is better than unsupervised methods and comparable with supervised DRFI method.
In Fig. 4 , we provide qualitative comparisons of our approaches and top performing models. As can be seen, our OCSVM approach is significantly better than KNN. After smoothing, more appealing saliency maps can be produced. Although we utilize the background prior to extract regional saliency features and constrain the latent salient object segmentation, our approaches perform well on images where the salient objects touch the image border.
On a PC equipped with an Intel i7 CPU (3.4GHz) and 32GB RAM, it takes around 5 minutes to train the one-class SVM and around 12 hours to learn the parameters of latent structural SVM. During testing, the most time-consuming part is region saliency features extraction, taking around 3.49 seconds for a typical 400 × 300 image. For the inference task, it takes about 0.09 milliseconds for the one-class SVM and 0.02 seconds for the latent salient object detection. By contrast, KNN takes 1.8 seconds to find its nearest neighbor.
Limitations
Like many existing approaches, our approaches OCSVM and OCSVMS lack the ability to predict if there exist salient objects in an image. Moreover, during training, we intentionally regards a portion of background superpixels as outliers for better generalization ability, OCSVM and OCSVMS thus perform poor on background images (see the last column of Table 2 ).
Our LSSVM approach is able to jointly address salient object existence and detection problems. However, it takes the risk of incorrect classification. See Fig. 6 for an illustration. If a salient object image is mis-classified as a background image, there would be many false negative in the output saliency map, which result in inferior detection performance. According to Table 1 , our approach performs poor across dataset. This motivates us to consider more powerful global saliency features to capture salient object existence.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two weakly supervised learning approaches using background images to address salient object detection. In the first approach, we train a one-class SVM to negatively mine the background images, where we can effortlessly synthesize background images to train the model. In the second approach, we jointly address the salient object existence and detection tasks. Based on the latent structural SVM framework, we formulate salient object detection as an image labeling problem, where saliency labels of superpixels are modeled as hidden variables. Experimental results on benchmark datasets validate the effectiveness of our approaches.
As most existing approaches focus on unsupervised and supervised scenarios, we hope this work may draw attention of researchers on the weak supervision and make them realize the value of background images. We will release our code and background images for further research.
